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APPENDIX P – LAKE TEKAPO DESIGN GUIDE 

 
 

1.0 Guide and Objectives 
 
The objective of these building design guidelines is to ensure that new development in Lake 
Tekapo is sympathetic to the character of the town and the surrounding landscape.   
 
The objectives for these guidelines are: 
 

1) Buildings and structures located in such a manner that positively contributes to amenity 
values; 

2) To enhance the village centre as a pleasant, attractive and vibrant place for people and 
businesses; 

3) To avoid of excessive shading and loss of vistas; 
4) To enhance the character of buildings and development of the town by controlling the 

height, scale, appearance and location of buildings to ensure that the amenity of the 
area is maintained and enhanced; 

5) To promote built form that recognizes and responds to the physical characteristics of 
the site; 

6) To ensure that the open spaces and visual amenity of the lakeshore are safeguarded; 
7) To retain the naturalness of the lakeside and preserve the uninterrupted views from the 

township; 
8) To ensure that the built development is sensitive to the existing character; 
9) To minimise the impact of development on the important landscape values of the town; 
10) To encourage local distinctiveness within new development.  
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2.0 Structure of the Guide 
 
The guide is structured in the following way; 

a) A brief outline on the history of the area. 
b) A review of the design principles for new development. 
c) An analysis of these principles with regards to Lake Tekapo. 
d) Building guidelines for development in Village Centre 1, Village Centre 2, Special 

Travellers Accommodation and Residential 2 zones. 
e) Summary 

 
 

3.0 Setting the Scene 
 
Lake Tekapo lies in a vast basin, carved out by glaciers during the last glaciation.  The lake is 
situated 710m above sea level and the basin is 95 kilometres square.  Enclosing the basin is a 
network of mountain ranges, the principle range being the Southern Alps in which New 
Zealand’s two tallest mountains are located, Aoraki and Mount Tasman.   
 
Tekapo was the hunting ground for the Maori long before the arrival of Europeans, the name 
Tekapo is derived from the Maori words Taka - to make preparations to travel or move, po – by 
night. 
 
The first settlers in Tekapo were John and Barbara Hay, they settled on the southeastern shore 
of the lake where they started a sheep holding calling it Tekapo Station.  The development of 
the Tekapo township began in the late 1860s with the building of the hotel, Takapo House, on 
the west side of the river close to the lake shore, and the ferry service across the river.  In the 
1880s a suspension bridge was erected across the Tekapo River.  At this time the Main Road 
went along Pioneer Drive and across the bridge.  The original village site was laid out in 1926, 
but its development was slow.  The Good Shepherd Church which sits on the east side of the 
river, on a small peninsula was built in 1935.  It was the first church built in the district and it 
was built to commemorate the early settlers to the area.  Not too far from the church is a statue 
of a working collie dog, sculptured by Innes Elliot as a tribute to the working dogs past and 
present.   
 
In 1938 work started on the 
Tekapo Power Station, part of the 
Waitaki Hydro Scheme.  This 
construction work by the Ministry 
of Lands and Works and the need 
to accommodate the workers was 
the start of the Lake Tekapo 
settlement we know today.  Due 
to the expectation that the lake 
level would rise the Tekapo Hotel, 
Suspension Bridge and the 
homestead of Tekapo Station 
were all demolished.   The 
Construction work was completed 
in 1953 after being interrupted by 
war.   Strangely during those early 
days of the town there was no 
rush to purchase land on the 
lakefront, these areas are now 
reserves.   
 
As can be seen from this brief history the town we know as Tekapo today is a fairly young town, 
only really establishing itself in the last 50 years.  This would explain the diverse styles of 
building currently existing in Tekapo. 
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4.0 Building Design Guide 
 
4.1 PRINCIPLES 
 
Consideration needs to be given to the following for any new development: 
 

(i) integrating new development into its landscape and setting 
(ii) local building lines, styles and features 
(iii) honest materials and local colours 
(iv) scale, massing and height 

 
i) Integrating new development into its landscape and setting: 
 

Designing places that fit into and complement the landscape helps create a 
uniqueness and character, providing a balance between nature and people. This 
means taking into account landform, views, aspect, microclimate and ecology. 

 
      Landform 
      A good understanding of the topography of the site not only aids in designing 

development which fits better into the landscape but can also help reduce costs. 
 

Consider the visual impact of the development on the surrounding environment and 
how it could best fit into the landscape to define and enhance the unique character 
of the area. 

 
Identify slopes which need special design consideration or which may be 
undevelopable.  Where possible avoid levelling the ground to create easy platforms 
for construction as this may be damaging to the ecological and amenity value of the 
site. 

 
      Views 

The topography of a site can be used to offer views and vistas. New development 
and landscaping can emphasize these views by providing frames and direction.   

 
Aspect 
When positioning development on a site take into consideration the sun and its 
movement. Consider how the development can receive adequate sunshine while at 
the same time not reducing the amount of sunlight received by neighbouring 
properties. 

 
Also consider the existing features on site eg. trees, buildings/structures and 
accessways.  Have special regard to positioning the development in a way in which it 
will reduce the impact it would have visually on the landscape. 

 
Microclimate and Ecology 
When positioning development consider the existing microclimate and ecology and 
the changes that the proposed development may initiate. 

 
ii) Current building lines, styles and features: 

Buildings should be designed to reflect the current character to retain the town’s 
identity and local distinctiveness.  This can be done by combining innovation with 
existing local elements and practices.    

 
This means taking into account rooflines, architectural styles, architectural features 
and position of openings. 
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ii) Honest materials and local colours: 
Honest materials are materials that are local to the region.  The use of these 
materials is considered complimentary to sustainable development.  It also ensures 
that the development is sympathetic to the existing landscape and character. 
 
The use of local colours is choosing colours that currently exist in the landscape and 
are sensitive to the setting of the place. 

 
iv) Scale, Massing and Height: 

Scale is the size of a building in relation to its surroundings particularly in relation to 
the size of a person.  Scale refers to a buildings’ overall size, height, bulk, shape and 
proportions.  

 
Height and Scale  
Height determines the impact of a development on views, vistas and skylines.  Most 
buildings whether commercial or residential will be either one or two storied. 

 
Proportion and Scale 
Buildings that are out of proportion to existing buildings/structures can detract 
visually from those around them. 

 
Shape and Scale 
The shape of a building and the size of its surfaces can affect its apparent scale. 

 
4.2 APPLYING PRINCIPLES 
 

4.2.1 Development in Lake Tekapo 
These design guidelines have been specifically put together for the Village 
Centre 1, Village Centre 2, Special Travellers Accommodation and Residential 2 
Zones.  However, these guidelines could be broadly applied for all development 
in Lake Tekapo. 

 
i) Landscape and Setting 

The township of Lake Tekapo is located in an exceptional setting with 
amazing vistas of the surrounding mountains and lakes.  It is the 
mountains and the lake which contain the town. Because of this 
amphitheatre like topography the township slopes down gently from the 
south to the lake edge in the north.  This provides the town with a 
northern aspect, with views enjoyed right up the lake.  It is the town’s 
surrounding landscape which provides good guidance for future 
development.  Thought and consideration needs to be given to vistas and 
protecting the lake shore from development. 

  
ii) Local building lines, styles and feature 

The majority of commercial and residential buildings in Lake Tekapo lack 
any formal style. The most distinctive styles of architecture in Tekapo are 
an alpine theme and a high country theme.  
 
The rooflines of the alpine and high country styles are at the two 
opposite ends of the spectrum.  The Alpine style has a high pitch roofline 
and the general character of the building is an A frame.  The High 
Country style is the opposite; it generally has a low pitch either a mono 
pitch or a shallow ridged roof.  Architectural features of the area are large 
full stone chimneys, verandahs and finials. 
 
The style of the windows are generally characterized by being more 
vertical than horizontal, they are also large making the most of the 
outlook.  One of the most famous windows in the country is the rear 
panel window of the Church of the Good Shepherd looking out over the 
lake towards the glacier at the head of Lake Tekapo. 
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The High Country style is a style which the community has recognized as 
portraying the character they want Lake Tekapo to represent as set out in 
the Lake Tekapo Development Plan and Report. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

iii) Honest materials and local colours 
The majority of the materials used in the existing commercial and 
residential buildings in Lake Tekapo are what is termed honest materials, 
which are sustainable and are from the locality.  Stone/rock is a preferred 
material but the local stone from the lake cannot be used as a building 
material, leaving people to use it either for features or to look elsewhere 
for alternatives, schist being a very common choice.  Timber/wood is also 
another common choice. It is used in several ways, including 
weatherboard and logs.  Corrugated iron is also used as it reflects the 
high country theme, although the quality of this material needs to be non 
reflective.  A material that should be considered is glass, where if used 
sympathetically can be very important as it creates a very strong link with 
the surrounding landscape. 
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There is already a colour palette for Lake Tekapo, made up of colours 
that are predominant in the surrounding landscape.  The main aim of this 
palette is "to link the colour of built structures with each other as well as 
be compatible with the landscape.  In achieving this aim there should be 
as great a freedom of colour choice as possible." 

 
  iv) Scale, Massing and Height 

The majority of the buildings that currently exist in Tekapo are small to 
medium in scale, are single to two and half stories. 

   
4.2.2 Village Centre 1 and Village Centre 2 Zone. 

The commercial area zoned Village Centre 1 and Village Centre 2 is located to 
the north of State Highway 8 facing out over Lake Tekapo.  Village Centre 1 has a 
commercial focus whereas Village Centre 2 focuses more on accommodation.  
Village Centre 1 zone boundaries have been extended outwards into the domain 
creating a closer relationship between the built development and the Domain 
area.  As this new zoning will bring the built environment a lot closer to the lake, 
any buildings  will need to be designed sympathetically so as not to visually 
impact upon the lake.   

 
i) SITING 

When siting a development consideration should be given to change in 
levels, aspect, views/vistas and the experience people will get from within 
the development.  The building should not take up the whole site, to 

prevent the site from becoming over developed and to allow for internal 
courtyards, outdoor areas and provide the opportunity for development 
to create vistas by framing views. 

 
ii) ROOFLINES 

Rooflines for Commercial Development are currently characterized by an 
alpine theme within the Village Centre at Lake Tekapo.  Therefore to keep 
all new development consistent with what currently exists in the Village 
Centre all new development should have a pitched roof with at least a 40 
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degree pitch.  There are a variety of pitched rooflines that could be 
considered, as illustrated below. 
 

 
When considering the roofline consider the impact you will have on the 
skyline and the retention of the existing character and connection with 
the surrounding landscape.  
 

iii) ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 
The architectural style of the commercial buildings considered acceptable 
will be a simple 2 to 3 storied development with an alpine – high country 
feel to it.  Style will include features discussed below and large vertical 
windows.  The style of architecture encouraged in Lake Tekapo, is 
clustered buildings similar to station/farm buildings in the high country.  
By clustering buildings internal spaces and vistas are created. 
 

 
 

iv) ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 
All new commercial development along roads or accessways should have 
road-facing verandahs, consistent in height and style with verandahs on 
neighbouring properties.  Verandahs should be considered an 
architectural feature and therefore should be consistent with the style of 
the building and the use of materials.  Please see below for acceptable 
examples of verandah design. 
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Other architectural features to consider for commercial development are 
chimney stacks, columns, buttresses and finials.  Architectural features 
can be used to identify with the landscape and built character of a place.  
In this instance river boulders for example could be used as a feature 
material, since the fractured nature of this material does not enable it to 
be used structurally. Such features may include rock chimney stacks, 
columns, facades and buttresses.  
 

 
 
 
Consideration should also be given to what should not be features and 
how these structures can be made to be less obtrusive.  Satellite dishes, 
aerials, air conditioning units, extraction units and all other necessary 
services should be placed in non prominent places and be of a colour that 
is visually unintrusive against the backdrop.  For example grey/white if 
set back against the skyline, the colour of the building if set back against 
the building.  It is also possible to screen some services with planting and 
enclosures. 

 
v) OPENINGS (doors etc.) 

The majority of 
openings and glazing 
shall have a vertical 
orientation, with at 
least 60% of all 
glazing predominately 
vertical in dimension.  
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vi) EXTERIOR CLADDING MATERIALS 
The majority of cladding material should be honest materials.  70% of 
exterior cladding should comprise at least two of the following materials. 
 
- Natural unpainted timber 
- Painted timber weatherboard 
- Schist 
- Boulders or large rocks 
- Corrugated iron/colour steel 
- Cob (adobe blocks or rammed earth.) 

 
vii) EXTERIOR COLOURS 

These colours have been Chosen from the British Standards framework. 
 
Roofs, Walls and Trim: 
08B17, 08B19, 08B21, 08B23, 08B25, 08B27, 08B29,  
10C37, 10B25, 10C39, 12B21, 12B23, 12C39, 12B29, 08C33, 08C35, 
08C37, 06D44, 18B21, 18B23, 18B25, 18B27, 16C33, 16C35, 20C37, 
20C39, 20C40 
 
Walls and Trim Only (Reflectivity value too high for roofs) 
00A01, 00A03, 02A03, 10A01, 08B15, 12B15, 18B15, 22C31, 10C31, 
08C31, 10B15 
 
Trim and Accents (Only to be used in small proportions to add visual 
interest at close range.) 
06D43, 08E51, 08E53, 08E55, 08E56, 22D41, 22C37, 20C40, 04E53, 
04E55, 04E56, 04D43, 04D44, 04D45, 04D39, 16C37 

 
viii) HEIGHT 

The height restrictions of buildings within the Village Centre 1 and 2 
zones are set out within the Mackenzie District Plan.  The thought behind 
these restrictions is that height is acceptable facing onto State Highway 8 
(Area B) as long as visual corridors down to the lake are retained but 
height needs to be at a lower level when development is nearer the 
Domain (Area A). 
 
Restrictions: 
Ares A = 8 metres 
Area B = 12.5 metres 

 
ix) ACCESSORY BUILDINGS 

All accessory buildings are to use the same exterior cladding as the main 
building.  The height should be below 3.5 metres and the area should be 
no more than 5 square metres.   The building should be located to the 
rear or side of the main building and will not be visible from the lakeside 
or the road.  The roof pitch will be a shallow angle, no more than 40%  

 
x) LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping around a development softens built form, merging it into 
the landscape/setting.  Landscaping is particularly important with 
commercial development as buildings are usually more dense than 
residential therefore has more of an impact. Landscaping commercial 
development also benefits the operation of business by providing friendly 
external spaces. 
 
Landscaping is required for all commercial development and associated 
development. The landscaping will be sympathetic to the ecology of the 
area. 
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All public pathways formed after 16 February 2007 shall be formed and 
sealed or otherwise surfaced in a manner that minimizes slip hazard 
caused by surface icing. 
 
 

 
 
4.2.3 Special Travellers Accommodation Zone 

This zone is for low density tourist accommodation built around the existing 
camping ground.  This zone adjoins the Recreation Passive Zone land on the lake 
edge.  All development within this zone is required to be sensitive in design.  

  
i) SITING 

The siting of development in this zone needs to be recessive within the 
existing forested area.  This zone also has a substantial change in level.  
Both the existing trees and change in level should be used to create a 
development that is visually and ecologically unintrusive.  This zone is for 
low density tourist accommodation, therefore buildings and hard 
surfaces shall only cover up to 40% of the site.   

 
ii) ROOFLINES 

Rooflines in this zone should be consistent with the alpine/high country 
theme by having a pitch of 40 degrees or more. 

 
iii) ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 

It is preferred in the forested areas of this zone that buildings are raised 
rather than building into the topography, while maintaining an overall 
alpine / high country theme. The following drawings illustrate this style.  
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iv) ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 

Where buildings are raised however, some of the previously discussed 
features may be restricted. This may require innovative design solutions. 
Larger balconies for example could provide the necessary area of outdoor 
living space.   
 
Features that will be discouraged include satellite dishes, aerials, air 
conditioning units and other services.  These shall be hidden and made 
un-intrusive by either screening or selected colouring so as to blend in 
with the background.  

 
v) OPENINGS 

As with development in the other zones the majority of openings shall be 
of a vertical orientation with at least 60% of all windows having vertical 
dimensions. 
 

vi) EXTERIOR CLADDING MATERIALS 
The majority of the exterior cladding material should be honest materials, 
preferably timber, either natural – unpainted or painted in colours which 
are visually recessive (please see below).  Other material to consider is 
corrugated colour steel, again coloured as below.  All material must be 
non-reflective. 

 
vii) EXTERIOR COLOURS 

Exterior colours shall be selected from the following colour palette. These 
colours have been Chosen from the British Standards framework. 
 
 
Roofs, Walls and Trim: 
08B17, 08B19, 08B21, 08B23, 08B25, 08B27, 08B29,  
10C37, 10B25, 10C39, 12B21, 12B23, 12C39, 12B29, 08C33, 08C35, 
08C37, 06D44, 18B21, 18B23, 18B25, 18B27, 16C33, 16C35, 20C37, 
20C39, 20C40 
 
Walls and Trim Only (Reflectivity value too high for roofs) 
00A01, 00A03, 02A03, 10A01, 08B15, 12B15, 18B15, 22C31, 10C31, 
08C31, 10B15 
 
Trim and Accents (Only to be used in small proportions to add visual 
interest at close range.) 
06D43, 08E51, 08E53, 08E55, 08E56, 22D41, 22C37, 20C40, 04E53, 
04E55, 04E56, 04D43, 04D44, 04D45, 04D39, 16C37 
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viii) HEIGHT 

Single storey buildings are preferred in this zone. It is preferable that 
buildings be raised off the ground to nestle better in among the existing 
trees and upon the existing gradient.  Building height can be varied to 
accomplish this style of building and also providing an outlook from each 
building.  Height should be restricted so the building is not clearly visible 
from State Highway 8 or intrusive from Lakeside Drive. The maximum 
building height is 12m.  

 
ix) ACCESSORY BUILDINGS 

Accessory buildings should be minimised in this zone to restrict the 
amount of visual and ecological impact development may have on the site 
and the neighbouring Passive Recreation Zone.  Any accessory buildings 
are to use the same exterior cladding as the main building.  Height is to 
be below 3.5 metres and the area is to be no more than 5 square metres. 
The buildings will be located in a way that is not visible from the lakeside 
or the road.  The roof pitch will be a shallow angle, no more than 40 
degrees. 
 

x) LANDSCAPING 
Landscaping is encouraged to mediate the impacts buildings will have 
visually and ecologically on the immediate area and the Passive 
Recreation Zone.  Landscaping will use localized vegetation encouraging 
an undergrowth under the existing trees.  All landscape planting shall be 
of species common to the Mackenzie Basin.  

 
4.2.4 Residential 2 Zone 

This zone is made up of higher density residential units and visitor 
accommodation.   

 
i) SITING 

The majority of sites within this zone have quite a distinct change in 
level.  Therefore the topography of all developments should be kept in 
mind.  The change in levels should be retained in the site and used to 
provide terraced development down the gradient.   
 
Existing features of the site should be retained and utilized, for example 
mature trees where practical.   
 
The majority of dwellings are likely to face out towards the north (lake) or 
river.   
 
The dwelling frontage shall be kept clear of waste pipes, drain vents, soil 
stacks and satellite dishes.  These shall not be visible against the wall of 
the residential dwelling as seen from the street or the lakeshore. 

 
ii) ROOFLINES 

The style of roofline considered most appropriate for a terrace style high 
density residential units, is a mono pitch roof, almost flat but enough of a 
slope for run off and to cope with snow.  For those buildings on a flatter 
site high country styled rooflines are encouraged.     
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iii) ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 
An ideal architectural style for high density residential units built on a 
gradient, is a terrace development.  This type of development uses the 
natural gradient of the land to offer all residents an uninterrupted view to 
the lake.  Building into the slope reduces the visual impact on the rural 
character of the landscape and town.  The other style of development to 
consider for the flatter sites is clustering of buildings and shared amenity 
spaces. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
iv) ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 

Architectural features to consider in Residential development are 
verandahs, chimney stacks and finials.  These are recognized features 
from high country styled buildings.  Chimney stacks could be built out of 
river boulders cemented together. 
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v) OPENINGS 
Majority of all openings are to have a vertical orientation with 60% of 
windows to have vertical dimensions. 
 

 
 
vi) EXTERIOR CLADDING MATERIALS 

As with the previous zones the preferred exterior cladding is honest 
materials.  70% of exterior cladding shall comprise at least one of the 
following materials. 
 
- Natural unpainted timber 
- Painted timber weatherboard 
- Schist 
- Boulders or large rocks 
- Corrugated iron/colour steel 
- Cob (adobe blocks or rammed earth.) 

 
vii) EXTERIOR COLOURS 

Exterior colours shall be selected from the following colour palette.  
These colours have been Chosen from the British Standards framework. 
 
Roofs, Walls and Trim: 
08B17, 08B19, 08B21, 08B23, 08B25, 08B27, 08B29,  
10C37, 10B25, 10C39, 12B21, 12B23, 12C39, 12B29, 08C33, 08C35, 
08C37, 06D44, 18B21, 18B23, 18B25, 18B27, 16C33, 16C35, 20C37, 
20C39, 20C40 
 
Walls and Trim Only (Reflectivity value too high for roofs) 
00A01, 00A03, 02A03, 10A01, 08B15, 12B15, 18B15, 22C31, 10C31, 
08C31, 10B15 
 
Trim and Accents (Only to be used in small proportions to add visual 
interest at close range.) 
06D43, 08E51, 08E53, 08E55, 08E56, 22D41, 22C37, 20C40, 04E53, 
04E55, 04E56, 04D43, 04D44, 04D45, 04D39, 16C37 
 

viii) HEIGHT 
To preserve vistas and character the height needs to be restricted.  Refer 
to the rules of the Residential 2 Zone.  It is suggested that all 
development work with the natural gradient of the land. 

 
ix) ACCESSORY BUILDINGS 

All accessory buildings are to use the same exterior cladding as the main 
building.  The height is to be below 3.5 metres and the area is to be no 
more than 5 square metres.   The building should be located to the rear 
or side of the main building and not be clearly visible from the lakeside 
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or the road.  The roof pitch should be a shallow angle, no more than 40 
degrees. 
 
 

 
 

 
x) LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping is encouraged for residential development to reduce the 
visual impact of buildings within the landscape and to provide amenity 
for residents.  The use of species prevalent in the Mackenzie Basin is 
encouraged.  
 
 

5.0 Conclusion 
 
All new development should consider the site, integrating it into the landscape and the existing 
townscape by considering detailed elements such as scale, form, siting, materials and colour. 
 
Consideration should also be given to sustainable development and the relationship of the 
building with the environment; orientation (sunshine, potential shadows, views), existing 
vegetation and landforms. 
 
All new development shall promote and enhance the character and sense of place of Lake 
Tekapo Village. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


